We have started calling associations via Twitter also, in order to let people know about our project. Our coordinator Rocío has created different content to upload into Twitter account.

If you know any psychological association let them know about our project! Please, let us know also their details so that we could contact them!

- We are glad to count on John Guilaran and Cynthia Meyersburg in our Task Force International teamwork. From February, they are contacting international associations in order to ask them for their collaboration filling up our online survey.

- Friday 1th of March, our coordinator Rocío Fausor (@FausorR) has been sharing our @IAAP_Terrorism project with masters students from @uc3m. Pedro Altungy collaborator of our Task Force and also president of IAAP Division 15 was explaining the role of psychology in the radicalization process. Thanks to our consultant @jalloul_hana for the opportunity. We also would like to thank you to all the students for your attention and interest!
Task Force on Terrorism and peace building has participated on March 25-27th in the II International Congress about City, Security and Global Terrorism in Madrid, Spain. Rocío, the coordinator of the Task Force and some collaborators as Roberto, Pedro and Sara had participated with different oral presentations:

- Rocío talked about “the importance of the universities and international associations: the Task Force project”.
- Sara Liébana talked about “Mass Media and their consequences”
- Pedro Altuny talked about “Psychological Factors behind the process of radicalization: why become a terrorist?”
- Roberto Navarro talked about “the psychological care to victims of terrorism and its prevention role”.

Task Force collaborators, Roberto Navarro, Pedro Altuny, Sara Liébana, Andrea García de Marina, Jose Manuel Sanchez and Rocío Fausor have been working to assess and to provide treatment to all the victims of terrorism who need it around Spain. This program is a University Complutense attention program in which the Task Force on terrorism and peace building collaborators are involved. The regions visited along the past month have been in Cadiz and Seville.

Please, follow our updates in our webpage: https://iaapsy.org/policies-initiatives/task-force-on-terrorism/

Please Join US!! @IAAP_Terrorism

Thank you very much for your attention.